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1. The Strategus Aurelius Anubion in PCol X 276
PCol X 276, a petition addressed to a strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, is the latest accretion to the
dossier of a well known figure, Claudia Isidora alias Apia. It has been dated to 218-225 on prosopographical grounds. The prescript was edited thus:
AÈrhl¤ƒ ÑA`r`p`[okrat¤vni !tr(athg“) ÉOju]r`unx(¤tou)
parå AÈrhl`¤`o`[u ` `] `[ `]a` `i`v`no! grammat°v! Klau`d`[¤a!] | ÉI!id≈ra! ktl.
The reading of the name of the strategus is difficult. The commentary reads as follows:
‘The remains of two or three letters are visible after AÈrhl¤ƒ. The possibilities are Z`h`n`[ob¤ƒ (strategos ca 216-218...)
and ÑA`r`p`[okrat¤vni (strategos ca 218-225...). The latter is about two letters too long for the space and would have to
have been written in a somewhat compressed or abbreviated form, but Arp seems a better reading of the traces than Zhn,
and Arp is—if correctly read—in fact written in a compressed fashion as required.’

There is one further candidate, not mentioned above: AÈrÆlio! ÉAnoub¤vn, attested in office in 212/3216, see G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes of Roman Egypt (1987) 97. In fact, the
published photograph (pl. 31) allows reading ÉA` n ` [ oub¤vni, which also has the right length. This
strategus has already appeared among the papers of Claudia Isidora: he is the addressee of POxy XLI
2997, of 12.7.214. In view of the fact that no document relative to this lady securely antedates 214, cf.
the mise-à-jour in PCol X p. 122, the date of PCol X 276 should be ‘ca. 214-16’.
The plate also indicates that the name of the secretary of Claudia Isidora should be read as
%a]r`a`p`¤`vno!. So far as I can see, an Aurelius Sarapion has not been recorded in any other text of the
dossier. To sum up, I propose that lines 1-2 of PCol X 276 should be presented as follows:
AÈrhl¤ƒ ÉA`n`[oub¤vni !tr(athg“) ÉOju]r`unx(¤tou)
parå AÈrhl`¤`o`[u %a]r`a`p`¤`vno! grammat°v! ktl.
2. PCol inv. 83: A Receipt for Cogs
This papyrus of (probably) 549 (ed. pr. ZPE 120 (1998) 123ff.) preserves the upper part of a receipt for
replacement parts of an irrigation machine. The text is interesting for its association with the domus
divina and the attestation of some functionaries of that department, see the editor’s discussion on pp.
126-28. But it has not been recognised that the replacement parts concerned add to the interest of the
piece. In the edition lines 15-18 run xre¤a! ka‹ nËn | [genom°nh! eﬁ!] t`Øn Íp' §m¢ de[!p]otikØn
mhx(anØn) | [kalou]m`[°nhn t]oË Lãkkou ént[loË]!an` eﬁ! êm[p]el`[on] | [ka‹ eﬁ! érÒ!im]on g∞n
!kut`[al«]n` pe`n`tÆkon`[ta]. The editor translates: ‘Since now the need has arisen for (a wheel?) with
fifty ... cogs’; in the note to line 18 he notes that in the next line one expects ‘a waterwheel (§rgãth!,
presumably m°ga!) to be mentioned after the numeral (which might not be complete)’. However, an
expression such as xre¤a! ... genom°nh! ... !kutal«n pentÆkonta §rgãtou (megãlou), which seems to
be what the editor had in mind, is difficult in terms of word order; note also that the sole passage which
juxtaposes waterwheels and cogs, POxy I 177 = POxy desc. 8.1-2 (VI/VII), attests a different
construction: t°!!are! §rgãta! mikroÁ! [épÚ !kutal]«`n e‡ko!ei ka‹ | dÊo §rgãta! megãlou! épÚ
!kutal«n triãkonta. Clearly, the genitive governed by xre¤a! (genom°nh!) is !kutal«n; that is, the
receipt concerns 50(+) cogs. This is of some interest, since no other published document of this type
concerns cogs; cf. the list appended at the end of the same article (pp. 128-29). These 50(+) cogs were
apparently destined as replacement parts of more than one waterwheel—no waterwheel with so many
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cogs is known to us, cf. PLouvre I 11 introd. (p. 81). In this context, we may recall the purchase of cogs
recorded in the Hermopolite PBad IV 95.388 (VI, cf. BL IX 13) tim(∞!) !kutal(«n) k ka‹ jÊl(vn).
3. PVindob G 14069: A Posthumous Reference to the Patricius Athanasius
In this Hermopolite sale of land, assigned to the sixth century (ed. Tyche 10 (1995) 21ff.), the plot to be
sold adjoins, among other fields, some ê]rou`r`ai [ÉA]ya`n`a`!¤ou toË t∞! eÈkleoË! mnÆmh! (line 8). The
editor translates ‘die Aruren des Athanasius, Sohnes des N.N. rümlichen Andenkens’. However, the
grammar should be interpreted differently: the deceased is not Athanasius’ father, but Athanasius
himself (note that uﬂoË is missing). The construction may somewhat be compared to PHamb I 68.21-22
(VI) oÈ!¤a! to`Ë` t∞! megaloprepoË! mnÆmh! kÒmeto! ÉAmmvn¤ou; cf. also PMich XIII 659.88 (VI)
ÉIvãnnh! ı t∞! eÈlaboË! mnÆmh!. In life Athanasius would have borne the epithet eÈkle°!tato!,
indicative of very high senatorial rank; it was a common apellation of patricii and duces, see O.
Hornickel, Ehren- und Rangprädikate in den Papyrusurkunden (1930) 13, with J. Gascou, CE 59 (1984)
337-38. It is probable that he is to be identified with a patricius, dux and Augustalis of the Thebaid in
the 560s (PLRE IIIA 145-46; see further PSorb II p. 76, and now J.-L. Fournet, Hellénisme dans
l’Égypte de VIe siècle (1998) pp. 330-332). Athanasius is known to have been one of the magni
possessores in the region, cf. PAnt III 206.10,1 head of a domus gloriosa in Antinoe, cf. PCairMasp II
67166.6-7 (568) §ndÒjou o‡kou toË paneufÆmou ÉAyana!¤ou patrik¤ou; his heirs figure in the
Hermopolite fiscal codex PSorb II 69.123D3 (618/19 or 633/34) d(iå) kl(hronÒmvn) ÉAya[n]a`!¤ou
p`[at]r`ik¤ou.
4. SB XVIII 14006: A Church and its Possessions
This is a deed surety of 635 addressed to a church, probably of Oxyrhynchus, by a certain Aurelius
Kametis, said to come é`p`Ú` §[poik¤ou N.N.? toË] | ÉOj(urug)x(¤tou) nomoË diaf°r(vn) tª aÈt(ª)
è`g`[¤(&) §kkl(h!¤&) §napÒgr(afo!)] | aÈt(∞!) gevrgÒ! (lines 12-14). The editor understood diaf°r(vn)
as referring to Kametis and specifying the latter’s relation with the church. But the context makes it
clear that the participle refers to Kametis’ origo. Cf. POxy XIX 2238.6-7 (551) ır`m≈menoi` épÚ
ktÆmato! | [ ` ` ` `]n`h! toË ÉOjurugx¤tou nomoË diaf°ronto! tª aÈtª èg¤& kayolikª §kklh!¤&; there
are several other examples of the construction §poik¤ou (or ktÆmato!) ... diaf°ronto! + dative in
Oxyrhynchite documents of this period. We should therefore resolve diaf°r(onto!); Kametis originated
from an §po¤kion which was the property of the church.
5. PBrook 15 and the Ghost-Name PkËro!
PBrook 152 is a receipt for rent assigned to the sixth century, but the hand rather points to the seventh.
Its provenance is stated to be unknown, but the introductory formula par°!xen N.N. Íp¢r §noik¤ou,
common in Arsinoite rent receipts of this period, may suggest that it comes from the Fayum.3 It bears
the following subscription (line 6):
~ di' §moË êpa PkÊrou diakÒ(nou)

` ` ` `

1 The text refers to a fifth indiction, which could correspond to 556/7, 571/2, or 586/7.
2 On this text see further I. F. Fikhman, SCI 15 (1996) 225 n.5; id., Akten des 21. Internationalen Papyrologenkon-

gressess (1997) i.296 n.34. A re-edition is planned to appear in the Corpus Papyrorum Judaicarum IV.
3 It might be relevant that another papyrus in this collection, PBrook 16, belongs to a well-known group of Arsinoite
receipts assignable to the third quarter of the seventh century. (The entries on this item in BL X 30, 261 fail to take account
of K. A. Worp, ZPE 100 (1994) 291 n.46, and should be ignored.) Cf. also PBrook 25.
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The name PkËro! is not attested elsewhere. Although its formation seems plausible (cf. PkËri!,
PakËri!), its association with apa raises the suspicion whether the papyrus has a more familiar name
— and it does: the plate (no. XI) indicates that one should read
+

~ di' §moË Ap akÊrou diakÒ(nou)

paraph

Compare the signature in the Arsinoite SPP III 656.34 d(i') §m(oË) ÖAppa KÊrou diak(Ònou); but that
Apa Kyros is probably not the same as our man: a digitised image of the papyrus, kindly provided by Dr
A. Papathomas, shows that the two texts are by different hands. A deacon with this name also occurs in
SPP XX 249v.2.5 (Ars.; VII/VIII).

6. Hlaud , a Ghost-Name in PBal 381
The text is a fragment of a fiscal register datable to the eighth century. In line 5.i the editor read an
otherwise unattested name, Hla`u`d. But this is a ‘ghost’: a check of the original (in the Bodleian
Library, Oxford) reveals that h may perfectly be read as k, that is, we should read KlaÊd(io!); k may
easily be mistaken for h (and vice-versa) in papyri of this period. The name is not unknown in the eighth
century: cf. e.g. PLond IV 1421.133 (705), 1420.209 (706).
Some further corrections may be made: In 2.i d / t is not a title, as the editor thought, but an
abbreviated name: read D(au¤)t. This abbrevation does not recur in 4.ii: the papyrus has d /y : read
D(vro)y(°ou)?
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4 Ed. pr. assigns the text to VI/VII c., but this is impossible, since it is a receipt for diagraphon, a tax introduced after
the Islamic conquest of Egypt. The script suggests a date in the VII./VIII. century.

